Commission on Parliamentary Reform – Statistics on the Scottish Parliament
website
The website stats were run between May 2015 and May 2016, and social media
stats gathered between March 2016 and May 2016
Key points


The most visited pages of the website change infrequently across the year,
the most popular being:
a. Home page
b. Search results
c. Current MSPs, or MSPs page
d. Committees page
e. Business bulletin
f. Parliamentary Business page
g. Motions, Questions and Answers search
h. Official Report
i. Petitions (usually a specific and popular petition)

These pages all tend to be very closely related to the business of parliament, very
few (if any) of the pages relating to the visiting side of the parliament crop up. When
they did (April 2016) this was in the run up the elections and overall traffic had
dipped meaning the visitor element had a larger percentage share of the traffic than
at any other time of the year.



The main age group accessing content on the website was almost always in
the 45-54 category (followed by either 25-34 or 35-44 age groups). This does
not match with the age range of our social media followers, the main group
here being the 25-34 age range, however we have found on Facebook that
despite having a large number of followers in the age group, it is the older end
of the age scale that engage with us most frequently.

We saw a shift in the main age group accessing our website content between
April and May 2016 when the 25-34 age group accessed the website content
most. This might mean that this group becomes engaged around key times in
the Parliament calendar (elections for example) but is less likely to engage
with online content at most other times.

In terms of social media, most traffic is directed towards the website from
Facebook, with roughly 2/3s coming from this network and 1/3 from Twitter.
The majority of our users are Edinburgh based, although this is likely to be
skewed by traffic from MSPs and MSP staff as well as others who are located
at or near the Parliament for the majority of the year. See the table above for
the full numbers.

A great deal of traffic (well in excess of 55%) comes from search engine
results, the most popular search terms are listed below. However these must
come with a caveat. Google withholds large amounts of data as it is unable to
display search terms used by Google account users who are logged in.

On Twitter, data was collected over a 3 month period (March 16-May 16) to
see the volume of tweets sent by the account and the number of replies
issued to people who had contacted the @ScotParl account.
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A large number of tweets were sent in May 16, a lot of which were welcoming
new/returning MSPs to the Scottish Parliament, and much of the business
around this (for example Official Reports of first speeches).
Generally speaking the number of people that the @ScotParl account had to
tweet to in reply stayed roughly level and followed the rough trend of tweets
sent. When fewer tweets were sent, fewer people contacted us and so fewer
replies were issued (and vice versa). This raises the key issue around
engagement and the importance of tweeting to engage our audience.


Facebook comments data was collected over the same period of time (March
2016-May 2016) to see the volume of posts by the Scottish Parliament, the
number comments made on the Scottish Parliament account, and the number
that were issued replies.
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A large number of comments on the Facebook page are often off topic, not
directed at the Scottish Parliament and therefore do not require a response,
which explains the wide gap between the number of comments made on our
posts and the number that are given responses.
The following are examples of comments that warrant a response:

